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M l U i c i 

A aultiapartute apactroaeopy davica baa been inatallad on tha focal raductr at tha 
Catsegrain focut of tha Canada-Pranca-Hawaii Talaacopa. Tha aatk proceesing and 
petitioning oparationa ara daacribad. Kaphasit ia placad on tha apaad and reliability ot 
a fully autoaatic «atnod controlled by a ccaputar roucina. Spaetra obtainad during tha 
firtt obtarvationa at C.P.H.T. ara ahown aa illustration. 

Pocal-caducar configurationa hava baan uaad extensively in tha paat for Pabry-Pérot 
intatferometry and diract iaagary in narrow apectral bandpaaata (Courtèa 1951-1960 1' J, 
Boulaataix at al.. 1974 3). Kowavar. thair applicationa to multi-objact apactroacopy 
wata propotad vary aarly (cf. Gayer and Schmidt, 197( 4) foe radial-valocicy aaaauraaanta 
of bright objecta with photographic plataa. 

Mora cacanely. thair intacaat hat baan enhanced by the photoaetrie properties of CCDs 
(vary high DOE. low noiaa and geometrical atability) and tha potaibility of accessing tha 
data immediately. Hultiapcrture apectroacopy obaervationa hava baan aade at Kitt Peak 
Observatory (Butcher at al.. 1982 s. Henry at al., 19B4 6) and Palomar Observatory 
(Dcaaalat and Cunn, 1983 7). 

Tha main advantage of a miltiaperture spectroscopy technique implemented on a focal 
reducer it that tha taaa device can be uaed either for diract imagery or for apeccroscopy 
by inserting a disparting device in tha collimated beam. This, theoretically, allow» 
on-line multiobject tpectrotcopy of very faint objects (with coordinataa not known a. 
Eliiti) through tha following autoaatic procedure: CCO imaging of tha field, rapid 
on-line fabrication and installation of aatk, and finally, a aultiobject tpectrotcopic CCO 
exposure. 

In this paper, wa prêtant an effort which wat made uaing these guidalinee in order to 
produce a multiaperture epactrotcopic tyatea which can be used aa a general facility on 
focal reducera at C.P.H.T.. Tha firat ttap wat carried out in February 1984, with masks 
produced on Kodalith* Ortho film in a manner not very different from that of Dretaler and 
Cunn, 1983'. Tha second ttap waa achieved in September 1985 by uaing a Punching Machine 
(PUMAl), with a completely on-line and very fate procedure which could be uted immediately 
after a CCO iaage of a field, without offsetting the taleacope. 

focal Ct<1UMt lIHBtlY 

Tha focal reducer haa already been uted at tha C.P.H.T. Cassegrain focut for Pabry-Perot 
interferometry (Bouletceix at al, 1983 s) and diract imagery (Caravao et al. 1984». 
Port at al. 1984»»). Itt back focal length it vary wall matched to tha pixel size of 
the RCA CCD. giving an equivalent aperture of f/2 with a scale of .83 arctecond/pixel. it 
hat been specially detignad for Ha observation!, and the useful tpectral range it 
rattricttd to 4S00-8S00 A. A Schott Pilter waa utad to keep the biased firat order 
within this tpectral range. In our application, a Carpenter prism of 7S (or 300) linat/mra 
placad in the collimated beam provided a tpectral teale of 40 (or 10) A/pixel (See 
Figure l). Tha utaful field (S' x 7') wat determined by the CCO pixel aire (RCA 120 x 
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In ecdac to reduce tba affect of bad transfer efficiency at lov light levels, tbe 
direction of dispersion was oriented along tbe columns of tbe CCD. To properly perform 
tbe flat field corrections, a calibrating lamp was used tbrougb 2 different filters; tbe 
exposures were then added before reading tbe CCD to flatten tbe spectrum in tbe relevant 
spectral range. 

Pew mechanical parts of tbe C.F.H.T. Focal Reducer were slightly modified in order to 
accommodate a mask holder at the position of the Cassegrain focus (f/8). This offers tbe 
possibility for a remote control for the mask position, translations U . y) and rotation 
(0) around tbe optical axis of the telescope. 

Observational procedure 

Tbe procedure used with the PUMAl system was exactly tbe same as during the first 
attempts witb photographic masks. Tbe only difference was that, the first time, the mask 
was drawn on a VAX 750 plotter and projected onto Kodalithe Ortho film with the exact f/a 
telescope focus scale. Tbe delay between tbe fabrication of the photographie mask and its 
use for astronomical observation was at least one night, due to several hours of delicate 
photographic processing. With the on-line PUMAl system, the delay between tbe CCD iojig* 
of tbe field and the positioning of tbe metallic mask on the telescope was reduced to 10 
minutes which allows continuous observation of the same field. Here, we describe tbe 
procedure in the case of tbe PUMAl system. 

CALIBRATION MIRROR 

MASK HOLDER F / S " 

FIELD LENS 

COLLIMATING LENS' 

- | ^ LAM» 

AX, AY. AS ADJUSTMENTS 

ORTICAL SHUTTER-

fit CAMCM LENS ' 

4/10/40 A / » GRISM 
> « FILTER HOLDER 

CCO 

Figure l. C.P.H.T. Pocal reducer in 
multiaperture spectroscopy mode. Figure 2. Punching Machine (PUMAl) 

controlled by microprocessor and linked 
co che Daca Acquisition Compucer for 
on-line mask preparation. 
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Punching machine 

Ha hava built a machina. PUMA1. (aca Figure 2) which is dcivan by a Z 80 
microprocessor. It can ba locally controllad or diractly connactad to * computer (HP 1000 
at C.P.H.T.. PDP 1134 or VAX at Toulousa Obaaevatory). Tha machine usaa two ready-made 
micro-controlled tablaa drivan by stappac motors (10 microns r.m.s. accuracy. 200 mat 
stroka). Tha punchar ia activatad up and down by a scraw drivan by a motor undar 
microprocessor-control. 

Mhan punching a holt, tha mask is pua had against a matrix and tha punchar «jots through 
tha thin metallic mask (0.2 mm thick). Tha matallic mask is mountad in a round holdar 
with pins securing a vary accurate positioning aithar on tha PVMA1 machina or on tha focal 
reducers (t 10/um « 0.1 arcsacond). Tha systam can punch 300 urn or S00 urn 
diameter holts, and can avan ba programmed to punch slits of tha same width. As this last 
possibility was not perfectly mastered for tha first observing run on tha C.F.H.T. 3.6 
meter telescope, wa have chosen to punch only 300-micron-diaaater holes, which correapond 
to 2.1 arcseconds on the sky and 2.5 pixels on tha CCD. Tha sky contribution can also ba 
evaluated through a second hole punched S pixels away from tha object hole. 

Tha machine works at a speed of about 35 holes per minuta, which allows one to punch a 
mask in lass than 2 minutes for most aatronomical applications. 

. ...."._ Mask preparation and positioning 

The image of the field is recorded on the CCD through tha focal reducer and a filter is 
chosen according to tha astronomical program. The R filter does not transmit tha bright 
sky lines and is about 600 * wide, and with typical 15 minute exposures, we obtain a 
photometric frame in 8 with a signal-to-noise ratio of at leaat 20 for objecta brighter 
than B • 21.5. _ ... 

Immediately following the alow-scan readout of tha CCD image, we execute a computet 
routine developed at Toulouse Observatory which performs tha following: 

1. Plat fields the CCD image. 
2. Finds all tha objects 5 a above the background. 
3. Selects objects in a given magnitude range. At this point, it would have been 

possible to preselect the objects in view of their color indices, but wa did not use this 
possibility. 
4. Generates a file Pi with tha coordinates of the selected objects in tha reference 

frame of the CCD (in pixel units), to an accuracy batter than .5 pixel. 
5. Displays the image of the field on a TV monitor. At this point, tha operator can 

eliminate undesirable objects from file PI (for example, rafleetiona of bright Images), 
dacida if soma of tha objects should be present on all the masks, or give the coordinates 
of objects which have not been found by the procedure or which are to be imposed on the 
first mask of the série. 
6. Extracts from fila Fl a new tile Pll containing as many objects as possible while 

respecting the following rules: 
-no superposition of spectra of different objects along the same set of columns defined 

by the aperture position and tha size of the hole (typically 3 pixels). 
-begin with tha higher priority objects. 
-add aperture coordinate* for sky spectra closa to the selected object, each time it is 

possibls while respecting the first rule. 
-store the non-selected objects in a new file fl and keep tha highest priority objects. 
-create a new file Pin in the same way as Fll. 
-continue the process as long as tha operator does not atop or as long as there are 

objects in tha file PI. 
-use all files like Pin to prepare a sat of masks allowinq tha observation of as many 

objects as possible in a given field with respect to the magnitude selection, in our 
observations, two masks were needad to observa about 98% of the selected objects at low 
résolution (50 objects per mask). But with higher specttal dispersion where all the CCD 
row is used, the number of simultaneous astronomical spsctra is about 20 par mask. An 
observation with 98% completeness would often require more ttian 4 to S masks. 

-It should be noted that Cor observation of a cluster of galaxies ths procedure gives a 
histogram of R magnitudes for all objects in the field and automatically works with a 
• •taction criterion between RG1 and RCl*aft (ÛR often taken equal to 3 or 4). It also 
constrains cne main galaxy of the clustsr Gl to be on tacn mask, for photometric 
calibcation. in fact, tha procedure allows a lot of flexibility which cannot be fully 
described hate. The only limitation in practice is tha spaed of tha computer used on tnt 
telescope. 
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Aperture coordinataa 
At notad abova. tha coordinataa vara givan in pixala within CCD frama and had to ba 

convartad into matric coordinatea for Caasagrain focus tcala. taking into account tha 
focal ratio, abarrations of tha focal raducar and tba mask praparation process with tha 
PUMAl machina. 

To carry out this transformation in a simpla way. a maak waa punchad with a givan 
distribution of aparturas (a grid, for axaapla). For aaeh filtar usad during tha 
obsarvations. an imaga was takan on tha CCD *<id than procaaaad in tha same way as 
axplainad abova. Tha poaitions of tha aparturaa on tha CCD gava a aimpla corraapondanca 
batwaan tha scalaa of tha focal plana and of tha CCD. Providad all adjustments wars kapt 
constant during tha process, a simpla algorithm transformad tha coordinatas from ona fram* 
to the other. The advantage of this technique is that tba scale and all the aberrations 
of the system are taken into account without doing any measurements. 

Hit* polluting 
Generally, in multiaperture spectroscopy, positioning tha mask on th* télescopa ia not 

very easy and can take quite a long time (Dressier and Gunn 1983 7). 
Thanks to the fast continuous scan mode (FCSM) of the CCD camera (CEA-INAG camera. 

Bouéré et al. 1981 1 1). we developed a procedure which insures an accurate positioning in 
less than a minute of tine. 

Usually, in tha FCSM, the pictures ace displayed each second with S-bit depth. In this 
experiment we used the highest bit for displaying a binary image of tha object selected in 
tha field (crosses in Figure 3) and tha lowaat bit for tha imaga of the hole of the mask 
lit by tha calibration lamp (circles). In 80% of tha caaaa. the two images exactly 
superimposed, giving us an absolute check on the correct positioning of th* mask. In a 
few cases, we have to use tha remote control of tha mask position to give a vary small 
correction (1 pixel maximum in each direction). The method acts like a video gam* on all 
the points in the field and is very quick (about 20 seconds for all tha corrections in X. 
Y. 0). 

•

Figure 3. An example of binary fil* 
(crosses) displayed with tha mask 
holes. Final positionning of the mask 
is obtained by small translations, when 
crosses and holes are superimposed. 

After inserting tha proper CRISM in the parallel beam, the spectroscopic exposure can 
start, no more than 10 minutes after obtaining the original photometric frame. During tha 
mask-production period, in order to save telescope time, wa can still carry on 
observations of the same fiald through other filters . This is of interest for photometry 
and calibration. 

Preliminary results 
A detailed evaluation of the photometric performances of the PUMAl system used on the 

III cigale focal reducer of the 3.6 meter telescope at C.F.H.T. is beyond the scope of 
this teennical paper, but will be published. Here we will show some qualitative results 
which illustrate very wall tha possibilities of this method. 
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Dut lag tha firat attaapta with photographic Maka. va hava ihovrn that it it potaibla to 
racord mora than 50 low-raaolution «pacte* at tha saaa tina {40 A/pixal). (Saa Figuras 
4 and 5). Tnia can ba aaan toc tha fiald of tha QSO OH 471. whaca tha tignal-to-noisa 
ratio in tha continuum (MV-18.S) la about 55 in 20 minutât axpoauca tima. Thit opana up 
tha poatibility fot a tytttmatic aaarch of hi«jh-cadthift QSOa to V« 22.5. at toon aa 
larga-foriut CCDa bacoma availabla fot obaarvationt {a.g. •*-» "> Tak. 2048 X 2048). 

figura 5. Raducad Spaetrum of OH 471. 

Figura 4. Spactra obtainad through 
photographic matk in tba fiald of OH 471. 

Tabla 1. Multiapartura apactcotcopic obtarvationt 

Objact* Radthift Photomatry 
B V S 

Multiapartura apactroteopy 
10 Voixal 

Data 
(Saotambarl 

cluttar Le 42910 Z m 0.36 X X X 18 tpactra 
18 tpactra 
20 tpactra 

11/12 
14/15 
16/17 

cluttjc 
C10024 * 1653 

Z • 0.38 X X no tpactra: 2 cluatart 
taamt to ba tuparimpottd 

cluttar 
C10022 * 0715 

Z > 0.37 X X X 16 tpactra 
20 spactra 

16/17 
17/18 

M31: photomatric 
fiald 

X X X B, V, R avary day 

Hilcnar 102 
ttandard tear 

X X X B, V, R and apactrum 
avary day 

cluttar A370 Z » 0.373 X X X 27 tpactra 
17 spactra 
2 x 23 tpactca 
17 * 19 spactra 

11/12 
12/13 
14/15 
15/16 

Fornax (laid 
for cacbon-tcart 

X 
XX 

Fornax B: 17 tpactra 
Fornax 0: 20 spactra 
.Fornax A: 18 soctra 

16/17 

17/18 
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Mot* interesting ar* th* results obtained dutino th* run with th* PUMA! svitea. in 

ttira* and a half clear dark night*, w* hav* recorded around 300 spectra of vary faint 
object*, with calibration apectra of atandard stars and B. V. R photometry. (See table 
1}. Tbia corresponde to store than 60 nights in a classical single-spectroscopic mod*. We 
have demonstrated that we can record simultaneously about 20 spectra (t 2) when all the 
rows of the CCD are fully occupied with about the same number of sky reference spectra (10 
A/pixel). The limiting magnitude with this focal reducer ystem is about R-21 with a 
total equivalent exposure time of 3 x 5000 seconds and a signal-to-noise ratio equal to 10 
on the continuum. In Figures 6 and 7. w* show all the objects studied in the field of 
A370 in about 1 clear night of time. Me alao give an example of the apectrum of a galaxy 
(Figure a) in this field, after sky aubstraction. At this time, most of th* difficulties 
to be overcome are in data handling with automatic suppression of cosmic ray events and 
sky substraccion to photoelectron noise level. 
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Figure 6. This direct frame of the A 370 
cluster (10 mm in R) will generate the 
multiaperture masks. 

Figura 7. Multiapercure spectroscopy 
frame of A 370 cluster. 
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figure 8. Spectrum of an E galaxy in 
th* A 370 cluster. 
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Çoaçlmioq» 
Me have demonstrated that multislit spectroscopy of faint objects can be done in real 

time, with an on-line procedure which fully uses the CCD camera and computer ressources. 
Very flexible software, with future large-format CCDs (e.g.. Tek 2048 x 2048) can increase 
the spectroscopic capabilities of a telescope by a factor of more than two orders of 
magnitude. Even if the field available using large-format CCDs is only of the order of 20 
x 20 arcminutes square, the number of astronomical applications for this technique will be 
incredibly broad both in galactic and extragalactic astronomy. The field addressed is 
smaller than the several degrees theoretically observable with a multitiber technique, but 
it offers other very important advantages such as simultaneous photometry of the field, no 
a. priori knowledge of object coordinates, good UV transmission, and better substraction of 
sky features in the spectra of very faint objects. Although a detailed comparison of this 
method with the multifiber approach 1 2 has not yet been fully discussed, it seems that 
aultislit spectroscopy will be a very powerful tool for low-resolution spectroscopy of 
very faint objects ('/> 20.5) with rather low resolution 1 3. The multifiber approach 
will probably remain more efficient for brighter objects and greater spectral resolution. 
This should encourage development of both techniques on 4-m class telescopes (in the 
perspective of VLTS) where the operation cost per photon will definitely impose the use of 
a multiobject spectroscopic facility, with very advanced and flexible software, it can be 
also a step toward computer-assisted astronomical observations (C.A.A.O.) which could 
greatly enhance the efficiency of allocated telescope time. 
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